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Recalls continue to rise…
Number of recall notifications: 2012-2018

Source: www.globalrecalls.oecd.org
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What is an effective recall?

Source: Word cloud compiled using WordItOut: https://worditout.com



Measuring recall effectiveness
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• Product traceability

• Product lifespan and recall timing

• Product price

• Consumer awareness and 
understanding

• Ease of participation

• Level of risk 



Enhancing the impact of product recalls
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New Council 
Recommendation on 
consumer product safety

- General principles 
including provisions on 
product recalls

- International cooperation

- Education & awareness

Policy guidance on recall 
effectiveness

- Measuring effectiveness

- Identifying & monitoring

- Stakeholder collaboration

- Consumer communication

- Education for businesses & 
consumers

Global awareness campaign

- Product recall tips for 
consumers & businesses

- Timing: 21 – 25 October 2019

- All countries welcome to 
participate!



New technologies = new strategies
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Track 
& 

trace

Monitor and 
fix remotely

Alert 
consumers in 
real-time

Deactivate 
device to 
prevent 
further 
incidents
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OECD GlobalRecalls portal
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OECD GlobalRecalls portal
At a glance…

46
jurisdictions represented

70economies 

recalled products 
manufactured in over

over 1700
product categories 

24 000
recall notices in the portal 

more than

Source: www.globalrecalls.oecd.org (as at July 2019)
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Using the portal

Inform 
domestic 
market 
surveillance 
activitiesHelp identify 

global trends 
and issues

Facilitate 
regulatory 
reform

Inform domestic 
product safety 

priorities

SURVEILLANCE



Thank you!
For more information, contact: 

globalrecallsdata@oecd.org

Source of images on slides 5 , 6, 7, 9 and 10: www.vecteezy.com 

Visit: 

• OECD GlobalRecalls portal: http://globalrecalls.oecd.org
• OECD Product Safety website: 

http://www.oecd.org/internet/consumer/consumer-product-safety.htm

• OECD Digital Consumers website: 
www.oecd.org/sti/consumer/consumersinthedigitaleconomy.htm

• OECD Going Digital website: www.oecd.org/going-digital
• OECD STI website: www.oecd.org/sti
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About the ACCC – a snapshot

• An independent Australian 
Government statutory authority 
formed in 1995

• Offices in all capital cities and 
Townsville

• Receive around 280 000 reports 
and inquiries each year

• Role - Making markets work now, 
and in the future

• Currently around 1000 staff, with 
70 working exclusively on 
consumer product safety 
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What is a recall and why do we have them?

A product recall:
• occurs after the discovery of safety issues or product 

defects that may endanger consumers or put the maker/seller 
at risk of legal action

• includes some form of announcement – often from a supplier 
(e.g. manufacturer, retailer)

• provides a call to action for consumers to return/dispose a 
product. 

• The two main purposes of a recall are to:
– prevent consumers being injured or killed, and
– assist consumers to obtain a remedy (e.g. repair, 

replacement or refund).
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Recalls in Australia

• “Faulty products continue to cause serious injury and 
harm to thousands of Australians, with more than 4.5 
million items recalled by suppliers in 2017–18” 

ACCC Annual Report

• In 2017–18 There were around 9 million households in 
Australia, each containing 2.6 people – this means:

• 1 in 2 households contained an unsafe recalled 
product

• 11.7 million people were in someway exposed to an 
unsafe recalled product.
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Recalls continue to be a significant focus

• During 2018-19, the ACCC published 683 voluntary 
recalls, of which:

‒ 359 were for consumer products

‒ 215 were for motor vehicles

‒ 87 were for foods and beverages

‒ 22 were for consumer level recalls of therapeutic 
products.
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accc.gov.au

Recalls continue to be a significant focus

• During 2018-19, the ACCC published 683 voluntary 
recalls, of which:
– 359 were for consumer products
– 215 were for motor vehicles
– 87 were for foods and beverages
– 22 were for consumer level recalls of therapeutic 

products.

• Working on recalls has also been a consistent priority 
for the OECD Working Party on Consumer Product 
Safety. 
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The fundamental steps often seen today

The supply chain 
becomes aware 
of a safety risk 
and decides to 

act

That safety risk is 
communicated to 
consumers with 
information on 

how to 
participate 

Consumers 
receive the 

communication, 
understand it  

and participate in 
the recall
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Some thoughts about those fundamental steps 

• Heavy reliance on the actions and judgment of 
people. 

• Strategies that probably worked well enough in 
domestic markets where people shopped locally and 
a the local newspaper was a primary source of 
information.

• Model adapted with small changes - (e.g. government 
agency websites hosting recalls).

• Consumer response to recalls is often poor, and we 
have a growing understanding of why.
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Some thoughts about those fundamental steps 

• Heavy reliance on the actions and judgment of 
people. 

• Strategies probably worked well enough in domestic 
markets where people shopped locally and the local 
newspaper was a primary source of information.

• Model adapted with small changes (e.g. government 
agency websites hosting recalls).

• Consumer response to recalls is often poor, and we 
have a growing understanding of why.

• But the model needs to evolve and adapt to catch-up 
with how markets have changed and how they will 
continue to change.
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Impact of new technologies on product recalls
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Track & 
trace

Monitor and 
fix remotely

Alert 
consumers 
in real-time

Deactivate 
device to 
prevent 
further 
incidents
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Product registration and product traceability
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Track & 
trace

Alert 
consumers 
in real-time

• In Australia product registration rates are low.

• Voice calls and SMS are suggested as effective 
channels for recall communication.

• Suppliers often capture that data at point of sale.
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The internet of things – connected products
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Monitor and 
fix remotely

Deactivate 
device to 
prevent 
further 
incidents

• Connected products may ‘know’ their own location and 
be able to report this to the supplier or manufacturer.

• If products are ‘smart’ they might schedule their own 
repairs or replacement under a recall.

• If in a dangerous condition or used dangerously, they 
might be deactivated.
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New technologies promise new strategies

13

• Possible to revolutionise consumer product safety recalls 
by reducing our reliance on the actions of people at the 
different stages of a recall.

• Less reliance on people could easily come through use 
of consumer data and suppliers being able to remotely 
monitor their products.

• Raises real data protection and privacy concerns.

• Balance between efficiency and these concerns requires 
careful consideration. 
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Thank you!
Neville Matthew 
General Manager - Consumer Product Safety
Chair – OECD Working Party on Consumer Product Safety

neville.matthew@accc.gov.au
+61 2 6243 1066 

Source of images on slides 10 , 11 and 12: www.vecteezy.com 

mailto:neville.matthew@accc.gov.au
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3 Consumers with lower socio-economic status are more vulnerable in the 
recall process 

2 Data protection is key consumer concern in product registration 
Personal data should be collected only for the purpose of safety notifications

1

First EU-wide consumer survey on 
recall effectiveness

4 Positive impact of recalls on business' image: 56% of consumers 
increased their confidence in brand/seller as result of recall

A third of consumers continue using dangerous products when seeing a recall 
notice  Personal relevance, communication of risk, actionability and value 
are key factors motivating consumers' response.



Next steps

Further behavioural research 
(to be informed by expert workshop on 23 October in Brussels)

Cooperation with authorities and traders in the context of General 
Product Safety Directive and Rapid alert system for dangerous consumer 
products

International cooperation: 
- Ongoing work in the context of OECD
- Session on recalls at 2020 International Product  Safety Week
(26-30 October 2020, Brussels)



Thank you!



Enhancing the impact of product 
recalls in the Digital Age

5 and 6 September 2019; JR Hotel Clement Tokushima

G20 International Conference on Consumer Policy:

Emerging Challenges to Consumer Policy in the Digital Age
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How is the UK doing this?
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• Regulatory framework – PAS7100:2018, Primary Authority

• Behavioural insights – why do consumers behave the way that they do?
how do we help them behave better?

• Connected technology (IoT) – manufacturers know where products are
manufacturers know about usage of products



Regulatory Landscape



Effective
Regulation

Governance 
Framework Accountability

C
ulture Outcome 

Measurement

Risk-based 
Prioritisation

Intervention 
Choices

Practices
Doing the right 

things

Pre-requisites 
Building the right 

conditions

Effective regulatory systems need correct pre-requisites and practices

Regulatory Framework

PAS7100:2018Consumer 
studies

Web tools

Industrial 
Strategy



Behavioural Insights
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Connected Technology
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How is the UK doing?
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• Regulatory framework – In place

• Behavioural insights – Underway; powerful interim results

• Connected technology (IoT) – Research ongoing, manufacturer led



Thank you for listening

5 and 6 September 2019; JR Hotel Clement Tokushima
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G20 International Conference on Consumer Policy:

Emerging Challenges to Consumer Policy in the Digital Age



G20 International Conference on Consumer Policy

Panel 3: Enhancing the impact of product recalls
in Digital Age

Mr.Yoshifumi Ayusawa
Consumer Affairs Agency（CAA）

Government of Japan



Gathering Information



Safety Warning on Mobile Battery

Accidental Ignition
of mobile battery
[photo provided by NITE]
NITE: National Institute
of Technology and Evaluation

Twitter Information 
by CAA [July 31,2019]

Warning announcement by CAA
[July 31,2019]



Thank you for listening!
Have a nice stay in Japan!

https://www.caa.go.jp/en/policy/consumer_safety/
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1.  Overview of Product recall in Japan
 75 new recalls have started in 2018.

 Serious accidents caused by recalled products tend to occupy about 10% of all 
serious accidents. Therefore, to let the numbers of accidents shrink, further 
effort to improve consumer response rates is important.

year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Number of 
New recalls 100 115 112 98 96 63 75

(Cases)
Number of serious accidents caused by recalled products,

and its share of all serious accidents
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172 175
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146 151 160

113 110
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2. Expanding of E-commerce
 In the past 10 years, the share of accidents caused by products purchased via e-commerce 

has been expanding.
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Others

Second-hands
shops

Retail shops

Catalog sale,
Door to door sale

E-commerce

Share of accidents caused by products purchased via each obtaining routes
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3-1. Impact of serious accidents caused by imported products 
through e-commerce

 In the case of accidents caused by products sold on internet malls by foreign 
businesses to Japanese consumers, it is difficult to force the foreign businesses 
to implement recalls of products accordingly.

Foreign businesses

Internet malls

Selling products 

Japanese customers

Buying products

Force to recall

Sending products
through international shipping
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 For manufactures, there is risk that private business might sell their products 
via e-commerce to the markets abroad which they have not shipped. In the 
case of accidents caused by those products, manufactures may be requested 
to recall in such markets abroad.  

Manufactures

International
market

Shipping their products

Private business

Internet malls

Selling products

Japanese customers

Purchasing
products

Request of recall

We have not shipped our products to Japan. No branch office in Japan.
So, we cannot implement recalls of our products.

Private business who sells products through e-commerce
lacks ability for recalls.

Obtaining products 
from brokers

3-2. Impact of serious accidents caused by imported products 
through e-commerce
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4. Cooperation with Internet malls
 METI has established colse cooperation with internet malls for exposing illegal 

products and taking appropriate measures against those products.

 When METI realizes products causing danger accidents surges, METI asks 
internet malls to stop selling them and to notice their consumers to stop using 
those products.

 METI supplies information on NEW recalls to internet malls, then internet 
malls monitor their markets to prevent recalled products from being sold on 
their malls.

Cooperation between METI and 
internet malls

Internet malls

and etc.

Deleting of products asked to stop selling or recalled

Emergency calling to 
stop selling 

Supply information on 
NEW recalls

Sellers through e-commerce

http://www.yahoo.co.jp/_ylh=X3oDMTB0NWxnaGxsBF9TAzIwNzcyOTYyNjUEdGlkAzEyBHRtcGwDZ2Ex/r/mlg
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5. Issues on eliminating recalled products on internet malls

Internet malls present following practical issues on eliminating recalled 
products from their malls.
 Too many recall cases to monitor all of them. Important recalls for  

consumers should be identified.

 There are slimier articles to recalled products on internet malls. They 
might be recalled products, though brand name is different. Internet malls 
can’t distinguish from those of them. 

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Number of NEW recalls in Japan

Annually, about 100 cases of New recalls start. 
Moreover, recalls are difficult to close. So, number of recalls implementing accumulate.
Now, they are over 1000 cases.

Recalled product Slimier article, No-brand
（Possibility of recalled product）

XYZ companyABC company
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＜Trace of using Members Cards＞
 In Japan, some major electronics retail stores positively ask costumers 

to have members cards, and collect information on costumers 
purchase data.

 When a product recall is implemented, they can easily find out 
costumers who bought the recalled products in their purchase data, 
and send direct mails of the recall notice to their address.

＜Trace of customers products purchase on internet malls＞
 When buying products on internet malls, purchase data is logged on 

data base managed by internet malls.
 When product recalls are implemented, internet malls find out 

costumers who bought the recalled products in their purchase data 
and send e-mails of the recall notice to the costumers.

6. Better Practices How to protect consumers from product 
accidents
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7. Notice of recalls and enlightening consumers by SNS tools

 METI have started to provide recall information by Twitter.
 Movies enlightening consumers to realize the risk of using recalled 

products have been uploaded on YouTube（17,500views）

https://twitter.com/kochijiko (Only in Japanese) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVJ8520QLRw
(Only in Japanese)

https://twitter.com/kochijiko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVJ8520QLRw
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